Genesis of Polio Vaccination Hindrance Syndrome in Pakistani Society, Religio-Medical Aspects
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Abstract

Polio vaccination in Pakistan has received strong reaction from the society. Many reasons have been documented in literature to explain the causes of this issue. The present study is focused on the analysis of anatomy of genesis of Polio Vaccination Hindrance Syndrome (PVHS) in the light of Quranic Verses, Hadiths (saying of Prophet) and their interpretations done by the Muslim clerics at weekly sermons (Khotbat). Along with religious explanation, the medical aspects of vaccination are also taken under consideration. It is concluded from this analysis that Islam does not resist from Polio Vaccination and related medication. The real problem lies in the perception of vaccination as an attempt to genocide Muslims, coupled with lack of interests in international agencies.
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1. Introduction

The confusions created by the contradictory results at laboratories and interpretations of sources of Islamic laws at Mosques have deprived the Pakistani children from the provisions of basic health facilities. According to World Health Organization (WHO) 2015 survey report, there are 58 documented polio cases in Pakistan, which are 85.2% of the total worldwide reported cases of Polio [1]. But the accuracy of this survey is questionable in the northern parts of the country [2]. The ambiguity about the failure of achievement of Global Polio Eradication Goals in Pakistan has remained unsolved in minds of many people [3]. Major among the proposed causes of this
menace are Military-Taliban Nexus [4], State Imposed Religion, Biomedical and religious Illiteracies, Lack of Trust in US [5] and extremist factions versus innocents.

Pakistan is theocratic state which is emerged on world map in the name of Islam [6]. Since then its society remained dominated by the clerics, particularly rural areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) and Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA). These clerics deliver speeches on Friday, termed as Jummah Khutba (Friday Sermons). During these speeches, they explain their own version of world affairs. Similarly, this class of religious clerics lacks scientific knowledge, however further circumstances are worsened by the neglect of national security agencies to curb the menace of preaching anti-state and anti-Islam thinking.

Another important aspect of this issue which is being highlighted in this study is the safety of clan through continuous family growth. In Pakistani society family is an important social institution, which is considered to be a social strength, economic source and of political significance. An attempt aiming at casting harm to this institute will receive stronger reaction from society. State actors in Pakistan take their strength from family and its growth is encouraged at all levels. In recent times a threat to family was perceived by the society in the form of polio vaccination which was encountered in the form of development of “Hindrance Syndrome” in society against polio vaccination. This Syndrome is characterized as a concurrent set of both emotions and actions (http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary) of symptoms of Polio vaccination avoidance. A rumor spread throughout the sub-continent (Pakistan, India); that vaccination is an attempt to sterile people, in order to solve the problem of overgrowing population in these regions [7]. This problem has become even worse in Pakistan because of the lack of trust in Americans. It is a common perception among Pakistanis that America is against the Muslim world and wants to destroy it [8]. This perception was strengthen by repeatedly and continuous issue of fatwas from both local Mullahs and Imam Khamenei’s ideological enmity against US and medical reports which showed their suspicions [9] and even some had proved the presence of hormones in polio vaccine [10]. Polio vaccination considered as a part of American stratagem in terms of sterility of Muslim population and resulted one major factor in the failure of polio immunization programs in Pakistan [11].

The present study is focused on the analysis of the perception of vaccination as an attempt to genocide Muslims and coupled with lack of interests in international agencies. The medical aspects of Polio vaccination are also being discussed.

2. Material and Methods

All three sources of Islamic Medical Jurisprudence (primary, secondary and tertiary) are taken under consideration in this analysis. Reading of Tanka, Al-Quran, and Books of Al-Hadith and other related history books. Listening to the claims of Mullah (clerics) made in their Khutbat at Friday prayers. The questionnaires based survey related to attitude of different levels of society towards vaccination, which was conducted by [12] is used as a source of secondary data. Google database, related literature reviews, national and international newspaper articles covering this topic remained the focus of consideration during all phases of this article formulation.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Religious Aspects

Vaccine controversies in Nigeria, India and Pakistan may have taken their roots from religion believes and cultural practices [13]. Suspicions about polio vaccine has polarized the religious people into two groups as pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine. Both groups follow Quran and Hadith, but their perceptions of effects of vaccination on Muslims population are different. Pro-vaccination group has supported this campaign on the basis of their perception as life savior, healthy Muslim race while anti-vaccination groups have perceived it as a threat to Muslim population through human hormonal polluted polio vaccine. Both groups gave references to Islamic medical jurisprudence and medical proves which best describe their perceptions.

It was claimed that Polio vaccination was a part of a sinister US plan to decrease the Muslim population in the world [14]. It was propagated that Polio vaccination leads to impotency. Conservative and illiterate Mullah (clerics) of Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) had announced in 2007 that polio vaccination is an infidel campaign [15] to weaken Muslim strength through birth control [16]. There are many Fatwas of Haram (prohibited), which are based on following three reasons; Deflection of will of God, Trypsin is Pork driven (Porcine origin), Vaccination belongs to Kufar (Non-Muslims). Muslims believed;
that Will of God is involved behind suffering. Every child’s fate has been written before his birth. On the basis of this belief; vaccination is considered as an attempt to deflect the will of Allah, while the theology of Islam is something else. The analysis of sole trusted and only book indicates (Al-Quran) “There is a cure for every disease. Whenever an illness is treated with its right remedy, it will be cured by the will of Allah” (Muslim Kitab us Salam Hadith 4048). Vaccine a life savior; and Allah the primary source of Islamic law says, “and if any saved a life, it would be as if he has saved mankind” (Al-Ma’idah, 5:32). There are many other Ahadith (sayings of Prophet), which supports the use of Polio vaccination in terms of disease medication for healthy and stronger Muslim race, which are well described in reference to their link with polio vaccination by [17]. Enzyme trypsin (protease enzyme) used in the oral polio vaccine (OPV) has infuriated Muslims, because the source of its extraction is pork. Pork eating is strongly prohibited in Islam because of dirtiness [18]. Trypsin is used to dissociate the virus from cell culture. Trypsin quantity is minute and it is totally washed out in the final product, this fact still sparked rumors that the vaccine is Haram, or prohibited. According to the Quran; a person is not guilty of sin in a situation where the lack of a halal alternative creates an undesired necessity to consume that which is otherwise Haram (Al-Baqra2:173). Trypsin is clearly permissible, according to the Islamic principle Hizb-ul-waqiyasup-posing that trypsin is unclean, it is thoroughly filtered, that it leaves no traces whatsoever in the final vaccine [19].

There is another irrigational objection on polio vaccine is that it is Haram because this vaccine belongs to non-Muslim countries, no reference in the Quran or Hadith prohibits seeking a cure from a non-Muslim. The Prophet Mohammad himself sent for Al-Harith Ibn Kulda, the doctor of the Arabs, for medical advice, who was a Jew [20].

Since the time of separationist movement led by Muslim League Mosque has played a dominant role in opinion formation among the people. The role of Mosque in genesis of this syndrome can never be overlooked. The Imams (priest) at Mosque are usually uneducated person, they have no knowledge of science and technology and other social sciences. They are not trained well even in religious aspects as well. Their interpretations of current issues are usually old. All of their interpretations are derived from some common concepts as, Indian and Americans hatred, gender discrimination, sectarianism and anti-progressive thoughts. They usually explain all events in light of these concepts. Some of clerics even claimed that it is un-Islamic to vaccinate their children and those who die of Polio are martyrs [21]. Pro-vaccination groups have even supported this campaign at Mosques Khutbat (speeches) as Life savior, Healthy younger Muslim nations and deceased free society by use of Hormones free polio vaccination from international agencies. They even joined polio vaccination team at door to door campaign in Afghan immigrant community at Lahore [22].

3.2. Vaccination Teams

In 1990’s Government of Pakistan with the collaboration of United Nations launched a country wide population control campaign. The major objectives of this campaign was to control population by spreading awareness among the people at country wide network of Green Start Centers. They provided the masses with contraceptive measures and pills. State used its administrative machinery including media campaigns in the opinion formation of the people. The benefit of having a small family was addressed. So, the crux of the matter is that the polio vaccination has been channelized by the same department which strengthened the previously existed vaccination hindrance syndrome among the people.

The involvement of polio vaccination team in assassination of Bin-Laden has further aggravated the situation, this involvement has triggered the wrath of Taliban’s on this issue [23]. In response to aforementioned reasons, several cases of kidnappings and violating of polio vaccinators have been reported [24]. In 2003, vaccination campaigns have also been hampered by Islamic extremists, in Afghanistan especially in the Nigeria [25]. Furthermore, a recent mistake made by the law enforcement agencies in Pakistan, which started a brutal campaign to arrest the parents who refused to vaccinate their children against polio [26].

3.3. Medical Aspects

This conspiracy about birth control attain more attention, when the security protocol analyzed the polio vaccine contaminated with human hormones, these hearsays added another excuse against vaccination with its major theological concerns. The Polio (poliomyelitis) is a disease caused by Polio virus [27], this virus enters through mouth and multiply in gastrointestinal tract [28], and from here it moves with blood stream to central nervous
system [29] and attacks the motor neurons which are responsible for arms and legs movement. Polio virus is highly contagious. The common modes of its transmission are fecal-oral and oral-oral. The high risk factor is considered in the people, living in areas where water supply is limited [30] and people living with infected person. Our immune system provides immunity by producing the antibodies to fight against germs. Children younger than age of five and pregnant women attacked easily by this virus because of weak immune system.

But viruses have an edge to utilize the host cell metabolic machinery, so body fails to detect the virus as a foreign invader. Here vaccines plays its role. Vaccine contains attenuated or dead viruses (these viruses unable to affect your health, but able to boost up your immune system whichinturn produces antibody against viruses). Once the antibodies are so produced they stay there for the rest of your life, antibodies have strong memory, to remember the pathoffight against these viruses. Whenever the polio virus (not vaccine) enters in human body, the immune/defense system recognize it and neutralize it. For the preparation of vaccine a large number of viruses are required, these viruses are cultured on cell medium for growth (multiply in number). Removal of these viruses from cell culture require a negligible amount of trypsin (protease enzyme), which makes this whole procedure controversial for the Muslims and Jews because of its porcine origin. The function of trypsin is only to remove the virus from cell culture, later these isolated viruses properly washed to remove the traces of trypsin in the final product [31].

While if we discuss the issue of man sterility, vaccines are checked (medically) thoroughly before use, there is no prove, about contaminated vaccine have ever been administered. The Director of “National Control Laboratory of Biological” (NCLB) Pakistan, Abdul Samad Khan certified that the samples were tested for the detection of human hormones but none of six hormones was detected in the samples not even in minute quantities [32]. If we consider there is estrogen or progesterone, as Oral Polio Vaccine dose is two drops only in this minute quantity it’s impossible to render the child sterility. In august 2015 Dr. Ngare’s the Kenyan catholic doctor reports indicated the presence of human hormones in two out of six vaccines [10]. These vaccines were shipped and manufactured in an Indian institute. These two contradictory statements mentioned in this article, and many more similar reports and articles about contamination of polio vaccinehas polluted human minds with such ambiguities and ultimately made the vaccine unreliable. Google database showed some articles that indicates, polio vaccines contain human hormones that can hinder the child sterility. Different studied were carried out to test the polio vaccination for the presence of human hormones. A research which was carried out by [33] has scientifically analyzed the non-hormonal compounds act as anti-fertility agent in animal and human and pregnancy can be terminated by estrogen.

Children are considered as social strength, economic power, for state they severs as fuel for war, for political parties their importance is signified in terms of votes. More voters in family increase their political influence and respect in society. The problem in Muslim world is not about the use of vaccine and related polio eradication, the real problem has taken its routes in lack of trust in US and Western world. The Muslims have perceived it as a treat to their biological strength, which will gradually but surely leads to their complete extinction.

4. Conclusion

To conclude, the reluctance towards Polio vaccines is endemic in the Muslim world. The factors popping up the malady of Polio are many, such as biased approach towards the US lead health programs due to its interventionist policies in the past, a wave of ambiguities spread by interest groups which transformed this humanistic cause into a bon. The Islamic religious injunctions can be seen as an anti-thesis to socially constructed hatred towards medicinal Polio vaccine. In this sense, Muslims, who do reject the prophylactic in reality, disobey God and theology with which Islam supports life. Polio is one of those disastrous challenges which have badly affected least developed countries of the world. There is a need of paradigm shift and revising social narratives. Thus, strongest actions should be taken, on part of the government to kill the monster of Polio and resolve this conundrum. There is a dire need to develop an action oriented and workable mechanism. State should regularize the activities, recruitments and dealings regarding religious seminaries.
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